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Elden Ring is an action RPG game developed by Anonymous!. For more information, please check official site: '---
Content © 2019 SpicyTaffy. All rights reserved. ---' MeleeMDS '--- Content © 2018 SpicyTaffy Please make sure to
check out the FAQ on the SpicyTaffy website. The SpicyTaffy website is offering this product free of charge in the
hopes of making sure that everyone will be able to continue playing. SpicyTaffy does not support any cheating in any
form, whether it be equipment, skills, characters, etc. Doing so will result in you being banned and your payment will
not be refunded. If you liked this game, I would appreciate if you would rate my game on Google Play or the App
Store. Thank you! --- Frequently Asked Questions Q: Can I pay for SpicyTaffy without registering? A: SpicyTaffy is
currently a complimentary game. There will be no plans to remove the complimentary status and it is unlikely that
there will ever be paid upgrades. Q: Will there be paid upgrades? A: As of right now, there are no plans to provide paid
upgrades. Q: Where will you be doing ads? A: The SpicyTaffy website will not be doing any advertisements. Q: I
already play SpicyTaffy, but my friend hasn't registered yet. Can they play too? A: Yes, both you and your friend can
both register. If your friend doesn't register, they will not be able to play except for playing in the option to see other
players (the Friends List). Q: When will there be paid upgrades? A: Currently, there are no plans to offer paid upgrades
to the game. Q: Is it possible to play more than 1 character on 1 device? A: Yes, it is possible to play more than 1
character on 1 device. Q: What happens if my device gets stolen? A: Because you cannot play on the same device
twice, you need to make sure to back up your game data when you switch devices.
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Time to see every corner of the Lands Between via four races, each with their own style of play.
Character customizability with a variety of 11 races.
Four dragon races and a new race, the human race, as a starting race.
A variety of races and classes leads to interesting combinations.
Six experience levels, from beginners to specialists.
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Four styles of play: Normal, timed, competitive, and non-competitive.
Combining classes effectively, each with their own effectiveness.
Four customization options and 4 custom class options.
Four races, each with their own class specialties.
Five dimensions in which to train.
A sense of adventure and challenge in the Lands Between.
Semi-centralized game areas, suitable for those who do not have large parties, as they do not require a large
population of other people to play.

Greetings! I'm Makoto (or "fengshan" in Chinese), the newest reporter for
"adventuring"! I'll become your guide for this journey of epic drama and a
sense of power. Do you have any questions?

I would like to know how this game is different from Final Fantasy IX with everything all mixed up. 

Final Fantasy IX (FF9) is the culmination of a series with over 30 years of
experience. With an epic story with long decades of history, an anime with a
ton of characters, and isometric graphics that take a long time to draw for each
battle step, it is a major RPG that prioritizes a robust plot and characterization
as the main feature. Though FF9 has a complicated plot, there are elements
that are also present in this game, such as stereo-sex, strong characters, fierce
battles, and great graphics.

With all these elements, FF9 is a huge hit that everyone plays. Having said that, as a new Final Fantasy game, every Brave
Saga title has different elements, and depending on the genre, it brings a sense of adventure. 
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